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This is the second paper on finite exact representations of certain polynomials in
terms of Hermite polynomials. The representations have asymptotic properties and
include new limits of the polynomials, again in terms of Hermite polynomials. This
time we consider the generalized Bernoulli, Euler, Bessel, and Buchholz polynomi-
als. The asymptotic approximations of these polynomials are valid for large values
of a certain parameter. The representations and limits include information on the
zero distribution of the polynomials. Graphs are given that indicate the accuracy of
the first term approximations. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Generalized Bernoulli, Euler, Bessel, and Buchholz polynomials of
degree n, complex order m and complex argument z, denoted respectively
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ww x xfunctions 11 , chap. 6 ,
m w z ‘ mw e B zŽ .n n < <s w , w - 2p , 1Ž .Ýmw n!e y 1Ž . ns0
m w z ‘ m2 e E zŽ .n n < <s w , w - p , 2Ž .Ýmw n!e q 1Ž . ns0
ww x x4 , page 181 ,
m1 2 .'2 w rŽ1q 1y2 z wež /' '1 y 2 zw 1 q 1 y 2 zw
‘ mY zŽ .n n < <s w , 2 zw - 1, 3Ž .Ý n!ns0
ww x xand 2 , sec. 3 , in a slightly different notation,
m ‘sin w
zŽcot wy1r w .r2 m n < <e s P z w , w - p . 4Ž . Ž .Ý nž /w ns0
The generalized Bernoulli and Euler polynomials play an important role
in the calculus of finite differences. In fact, the coefficients in all the usual
central-difference formulae for interpolation, numerical differentiation
and integration, and differences in terms of derivatives can be expressed in
w xterms of these polynomials 11 . Many properties of these polynomials can
ww x x ww x x w x w xbe found in 3 , chap. 6 , 5 , vol. 1, chap. 1 , 10 , and 11 . An explicit
w xformula for the generalized Bernoulli polynomials can be found in 12 .
Asymptotic expansions in terms of elementary functions and in terms of
w xgamma and polygamma functions are obtained in 16 . Properties and
explicit formulas for the generalized Bernoulli and Euler numbers can be
w x w x w xfound in 9 , 14 , 15 and references therein.
The generalized Bessel polynomials form a set of orthogonal polynomi-
als on the unit circle in the complex plane. They are important in certain
problems of mathematical physics; for example, they arise in the study of
electrical networks and when the wave equation is considered in spherical
coordinates. For a historical survey and discussion of many interesting
w x mŽ . Žproperties, we refer to 6 . New asymptotic expansions of Y x and itsn
. w xzeros for large values of n are given in 17 .
Buchholz polynomials are used for the representation of the Whittaker
w xfunctions as convergent series expansions of Bessel functions 2 . They
appear also in the convergent expansions of the Whittaker functions in
ascending powers of their order and in the asymptotic expansions of the
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w xWhittaker functions in descending powers of their order 7 . Explicit
w xformulas for obtaining these polynomials may be found in 1 .
w xIn our first paper 8 it has been shown that Jacobi, Gegenbauer,
Laguerre, and Tricomi-Carlitz polynomials have asymptotic representa-
tions in terms of the Hermite polynomials
k? @nr2 y1Ž . ny2 kH x s n! 2 x .Ž . Ž .Ýn k! n y 2k !Ž .ks0
These asymptotic representations include well-known limits of the polyno-
mials in terms of the Hermite polynomials, and provide a powerful tool for
approximating the zeros of these polynomials in terms of the zeros of the
w xHermite polynomials in the asymptotic limit 8 .
The polynomials of the previous paper are all orthogonal on a set of the
real line. The present group is quite different. Only the Bessel polynomials
are orthogonal, but not in the standard sense: they are orthogonal on the
unit circle. In a certain sense the polynomials of the present group become
orthogonal if the parameter m becomes large. We give similar asymptotic
representations for the new group as in the previous paper for the
< <asymptotic limit m “ ‘. From these representations we can derive
nr224 m m
mlim B q z s H z ,Ž .(n nž /ž /m 2 6m“‘
nr28 m m
mlim E q z s H z ,Ž .(n nž /ž /m 2 2m“‘
2 2nr2n mlim i 2m Y y 1 q i z s H z ,Ž . Ž .n n(ž /m mm“‘
nr26 1
m 'lim P y2 6m z s H z .Ž .Ž .n nž /m n!m“‘
From these limits we can obtain approximations for the zeros of these
polynomials in the asymptotic regime.
In the following section we give the principles of the Hermite-type
asymptotic approximations used in this paper. In later sections we apply
the method to obtain expansions for the generalized Bernoulli and Euler
polynomials, and the Bessel and Buchholz polynomials. We also obtain
estimates of their zeros for large m.
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2. EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS
The Hermite polynomials have the generating function
‘ H zŽ .2 n2 z wyw ne s w , z , w g C,Ý n!ns0
which gives the Cauchy-type integral
n! dw22 z wywH z s e , 5Ž . Ž .Hn nq12p i wC
where C is a circle around the origin and the integration is in positive
direction.
Ž . Ž .The polynomials defined in 1 ] 4 , as well as many other well-known
Ž .polynomials, may be defined by a generating function F z, w in the form
‘
nF z , w s p z w , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns0
where F: C = C “ C is analytic with respect to w in a domain that
Ž . Ž .contains the origin. We assume that F z, 0 s p z s 1 and that the0
Ž .polynomials p z are independent of w.n
We have the Cauchy-type integral representation
1 dw
p z s F z , w ,Ž . Ž .Hn nq12p i wC
where C is a circle around the origin inside the domain where F is
Ž .analytic as a function of w .
Ž . Ž .We write the generating function F z, w of p z in the formn
F z , w s e AŽ z .wyBŽ z .w 2f z , w , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where A z and B z are independent of w, and it follows that
1 dw2AŽ z .wyBŽ z .wp z s e f z , w . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn nq12p i wC
The function f is also analytic around the origin w s 0. Therefore, we can
expand
f z , w s 1 q p z y A z wŽ . Ž . Ž .1
1 2 2q p z y A z p z q B z q A z w q ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 2
‘
ks c z w . 9Ž . Ž .Ý k
ks0
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Ž . Ž .Substituting this in 8 and using 5 , we obtain the finite expansion
n c z H z A zŽ . Ž . Ž .k nyknr2p z s B z , z s , 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýn kr2 n y k !Ž . '2 B zŽ .B zŽ .Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .because terms with k ) n do not contribute to the integral in 8 . If B z
happens to be zero for a special z-value, say z , we write0
n c zŽ .n k 0
p z s A z . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 0 kA z n y k !Ž . Ž .ks0 0
Ž .In the examples considered in the following sections, the choice of A z
Ž . Ž . Ž .and B z is based on our requirement that c z s c z s 0, in order to1 2
Ž . w Ž . xmake the function f z, w close to 1 near the origin note that f z, 0 s 1 .
Ž .Then, the generating function F z, w is close to the generating function
Ž . Ž . Ž .of the Hermite polynomials. Using c z s 1 and requiring c z s c z0 1 2
Ž .s 0, we have, from 9 ,
1 2A z s p z , B z s p z y p z . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 22
We can summarize the above discussion in the following.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider the polynomials p z defined in 6 by an
Ž .generating function F z, w analytic in w s 0 and normalized in the form
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .F z, 0 s 1. Then, they may be represented as the finite sum 10 if p z y1
Ž . Ž . 2Ž . Ž .2 p z / 0, and as the finite sum 11 if p z y 2 p z s 0. The func-2 1 0 2 0
Ž .tions c z are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion ofk
21 2F z , w exp p z y p z w y p z wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 51 2 12
at w s 0, c s 1, c s c s 0 and H are the Hermite polynomials.0 1 2 n
Ž .In the following sections we verify if the finite sum in 10 yields
asymptotic representations for the generalized Bernoulli, Euler, Bessel,
Ž . Ž .and Buchholz polynomials. The special choice of A z and B z given in
Ž .12 is crucial for obtaining asymptotic properties. To prove these proper-
ties we will use the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let f w be analytic at w s 0, with Maclaurin expansion of
Ž . nŽ 2 . 2the form f w s mw a q a w q a w q ??? q b w q b w q ??? , where0 1 2 1 2
n is a positi¤e integer, a , b are complex numbers that do not depend on thek k
complex number m, a / 0; let c denote the coefficients of the power series of0 k
efŽw ., that is, efŽw . s Ý‘ c w k. Thenks0 k
< < ? k r n@c s O m , m “ ‘.Ž .k
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fŽw . ‘ w Ž .xkProof. The proof follows from expanding e s Ý f w rk!,ks0
substituting the power series of f and collecting equal powers of w.
3. GENERALIZED BERNOULLI POLYNOMIALS
Ž .From 1 we obtain the following Cauchy-type integral for the general-
ized Bernoulli polynomials
n! w mew z dw
mB z s ,Ž . H mn nq1w2p i we y 1Ž .C
where C is a circle around the origin with radius less than 2p . We assume
Ž . m w z Ž w . mthat F z, w s w e r e y 1 assumes real values for real values of z,
w and m.
We have
m m 3m y 1Ž .
m m m 2B z s 1, B z s z y , B z s z y m z q .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 22 12
Ž . Ž . mŽ .Hence, by 12 and p z s B z rn!,n n
m m
A z s z y , B z s ,Ž . Ž .
2 24
Ž .and by 10 ,
kr2nnr2 'm c m 24 6 z y mr2Ž . Ž .kmB z s n! H .Ž . Ýn nykž / ž / ž /24 n y k ! m 'Ž . mks0
13Ž .
mŽ .Observe that this representation shows the symmetry of B z withn
1respect to the point z s m.2
Ž .The coefficients c m of the expansion are given in the followingk
lemma.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1. The odd coefficients c m in the expansion 13 ¤anish,n
c m s 0 ;n G 0, 14Ž . Ž .2 nq1
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and the e¤en ones are independent of z; they are gi¤en for n G 2 by the
recurrence
nm 2k q 1 k y 3 q 6Ž . Ž .
c m s c mŽ . Ž .Ý2 n 2Žnyk .12n 2k q 1 !Ž .ks2
n1 n y kŽ .
y c m , 15Ž . Ž .Ý 2Ž nyk .n 2k q 1 !Ž .ks1
Ž . Ž .with c m s 1, c m s 0 and satisfy0 2
? n r2 @ < <c m s O m , m “ ‘. 16Ž . Ž .Ž .2 n
Ž . Ž .Proof. Using equation 7 , the function f z, w of the generalized
Bernoulli polynomials reads
m mŽ1qw r12.w r2 ‘w e
kf z , w s s c m w . 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým kwe y 1Ž . ks0
Ž .This is an even function in the variable w and 14 follows. It is indepen-
Ž .dent of z and so are the coefficients c which only depend on m .k
Moreover, it satisfies the differential equation
1 1 w d
w wm 1 q y y e y 1 f z , w q e y 1 f z , w s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /2 w 12 dw
Ž . w Ž . xand introducing the expansion 17 with c m s 0 in this differential2 nq1
Ž . Ž .equation we obtain 15 . The function f z, w can be written in this case in
the form
14mw f Žw . 21f z , w s e , f w s q O w , w “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2880
Ž . Ž .and f w does not depend on m and z. Hence, the proof of 16 follows1
from Lemma 2.1.
mŽ .PROPOSITION 3.1. The generalized Bernoulli polynomials B z ha¤e then
finite expansion in terms of Hermite polynomials




'6 z y mr2Ž .
z s 19Ž .'m
Ž . Ž .and c m are gi¤en in 15 . This is actually an asymptotic expansion of2 k
mŽ . < < ? k r2 @ykB z for m “ ‘ with respect to the sequence m , uniformly withn
respect to z .
Ž . Ž .Proof. 18 follows trivially by using 13 and Lemma 3.1. The asymp-
Ž . Ž . < <totic property of 18 follows from 16 . If z is bounded, the combination
Ž . yk Ž . < < < <c m m in 18 gives the asymptotic nature for large values of m ; if z2 k
Ž . Ž n.is not bounded, then the property H z s O z gives extra asymptoticn
Ž .convergence in the sum in 18 .
Figure 1 shows the accuracy of the approximation
nr2 'm 6 z y mr2Ž .
mB z , H 20Ž . Ž .n nž / ž /24 'm
for n s 10, real z and several values of m.
3.1. Approximating the Zeros
When computing approximations of the zeros of the generalized
Bernoulli polynomials for large values of m we start with the zeros of the
Ž . Ž .Hermite polynomial H z in 20 .n
mŽ . Ž .Let b and h be the mth zero of B z and H z , respectively,n, m n, m n n
m s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, for given m and n we take the relation for z given
Ž .in 19 to compute a first approximation of b by writingn, m
m m
b ; q h .(n , m n , m2 6
For m s 10, 20, 30 and n s 10, the best relative accuracy in the zeros is
y3 Ž . y2; 10 and the worst result for the largest zero is ; 10 . For m s 40, 50
it oscillates between 10y3 and 10y4 , whereas for m s 100 it oscillates
between 10y4 and 10y5.
4. GENERALIZED EULER POLYNOMIALS
Ž .From 2 we obtain the Cauchy-type integral for the generalized Euler
polynomials
n! 2 mew z dw
mE z s ,Ž . H mn nq1w2p i we q 1Ž .C
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m Ž .FIG. 1. Solid lines represent B x for several values of m, whereas dashed lines10
Ž .represent the right-hand side of 20 .
where C is a circle around the origin with radius less than p . We assume
Ž . m w z Ž w . mthat F z, w s 2 e r e q 1 assumes real values for real values of z,
w, and m.
We have
m m m y 1Ž .
m m m 2E z s 1, E z s z y , E z s z y m z q .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 22 4
Ž . Ž . mŽ .Hence, by 12 and p z s E z rn!,n n
m m
A z s z y , B z s .Ž . Ž .
2 8
Ž .It follows from 10 that
kr2nnr2 'm c m 8 2 z y mr2Ž . Ž .kmE z s n! H , 21Ž . Ž .Ýn nykž / ž / ž /8 n y k ! m 'Ž . mks0
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FIG. 1. Continued.
Ž .where the coefficients c m of the expansion are given below. Thisk
mŽ .representation shows the symmetry of E z with respect to the point zn
1s m.2
We have the following results. The proofs are as in the case of the
Bernoulli polynomials.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.1. The odd coefficients c m in the expansion 21 ¤anish,n
c m s 0 ;n G 0, 22Ž . Ž .2 nq1
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and the e¤en ones are independent of z; they are gi¤en for n G 2 by the
recurrence
nm 2k y 3
c m s c mŽ . Ž .Ý2 n 2Žnyk .16n 2k y 1 !Ž .ks2
n1 k y n y 1Ž .
q c m , 23Ž . Ž .Ý 2Ž nykq1.2n 2k y 2 !Ž .ks2
Ž . Ž .where c m s 1, c m s 0, and satisfy0 2
? n r2 @ < <c m s O m , m “ ‘. 24Ž . Ž .Ž .2 n
mŽ .PROPOSITION 4.1. The generalized Euler polynomials E z ha¤e then
finite expansion in terms of Hermite polynomials
k? @nr2nr2 nr2m m 8 H zŽ .ny2 kmE z s H z q n! c m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n 2 kž / ž / ž /8 8 m n y 2k !Ž .ks2
25Ž .
where
'2 z y mr2Ž .
z s 26Ž .'m
Ž . Ž . mŽ .and c m are gi¤en in 23 . This is actually an asymptotic expansion of E zk n
< < ? k r2 @ykfor m “ ‘ with respect to the sequence m , uniformly with respect
to z .
Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the approximation
nr2 'm 2 z y mr2Ž .
mE z , H 27Ž . Ž .n nž / ž /8 'm
for n s 10, real z and several values of m.
4.1. Approximating the Zeros
mŽ . Ž .Let e and h be the mth zero of E z and H z , respectively,n, m n, m n n
m s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, for given m and n we take the relation for z given
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m Ž .FIG. 2. Solid lines represent E x for several values of m, whereas dashed lines10
Ž .represent the right-hand side of 27 .
Ž .in 26 to compute a first approximation of e by writingn, m
m m
e ; q h .(n , m n , m2 2
The accuracy is as in the case of the generalized Bernoulli polynomials.
5. GENERALIZED BESSEL POLYNOMIALS
Ž .From 3 we obtain the following Cauchy-type integral for the general-
ized Bessel polynomials
mn! 1 2 dw.'m 2 w rŽ1q 1y2 z wY z s e ,Ž . Hn nq1ž /' '2p i w1 y 2 zw 1 q 1 y 2 zwC
< Ž . <where C is a circle around the origin with radius less than 1r 2 z .
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FIG. 2. Continued.
We have
1m mY z s 1, Y z s 2 q m q 2 z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
1m 2Y z s 4 q 4 m q 3 z q m m q 7 q 12 z . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 4
Ž . Ž . mŽ .Hence, by 12 and p z s Y z rn!,n n
1 z
A z s 2 q m q 2 z , B z s y 4 q 3m q 8 z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 8
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Ž .It follows from 10 that
n c z , m H z A zŽ . Ž . Ž .k nyknr2mY z s n! B z , z sŽ . Ž . Ýn kr2 n y k !Ž . '2 B zŽ .B zŽ .ks0
28Ž .
Ž .where the coefficients c z, m of the expansion satisfy the propertiesk
given in the following lemma. We introduce the notation
‘ k2 1
k k'y w s 1 y 2 zw s 1 y z b w , b s .Ž . Ý k k ž /2k! 2 ky1ks1
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.1. The coefficients c z, m in the expansion 28 are gi¤en byk
the recursion relation
16 k q 1 cŽ . kq1
2 2s 48kzc y 28 k y 1 z c q 4 6 q 18 y k q 5m z z cŽ . Ž .k ky1 ky2
3y 32 q 64 q 3 k y 3 q 25m z z cŽ .Ž . ky3
ky4
q 2 4 jbŽÝ kq1yj
js0
y 8 jb y mb z kq1yj.ky j ky1yj
ky jy2 4 q 3m q 8 z z b c , 29Ž . Ž .ky2yj j
Ž . Ž .where c s 0 if j - 0 and empty sums are zero with c z, m s 1, c z, m sj 0 1
Ž .c z, m s 0, and they satisfy the asymptotic estimate2
? k r3@ < <c z , m s O m , m “ ‘. 30Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Proof. The function
2 m.'yA wqB w q2 w rŽ1q 1y2 z we 2
f z , w sŽ . ž /' '1 y 2 zw 1 q 1 y 2 zw
satisfies the differential equation
2 22 2 2y 1 q y f 9 s 2 Bw y A y 1 q y q 2 y 1 q y q 2 zwyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2qz 1 q y q m zy 1 q y f .Ž . Ž .
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Ž . ‘ k Ž .Then, writing f z, w s Ý c w we obtain the recursion 29 uponks0 k
Ž .substitution. The function f z, w can be written in the form
f z , w s e mf1Ž z , w .qf 2Ž z , w . ,Ž .
where f , f do not depend on m, with1 2
2 1 3
2 2f z , w s ln y zw y z wŽ .1 ' 2 81 q 1 y 2 zw
5
3 3s w z q O w , w “ 0Ž .
12
and
13 2f z , w s w 8 z q 3 z q O w , w “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .2 6
Ž .Hence, 30 follows from Lemma 2.1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .The first few terms are c z, m s 1, c z, m s c z, m s 0, and0 1 2
z 2
c z , m s 5m q 16 z q 6 ,Ž . Ž .3 12
z 3
c z , m s 35m q 128 z q 40 ,Ž . Ž .4 64
z 4
c z , m s 63m q 256 z q 70 .Ž . Ž .5 80
mŽ .PROPOSITION 5.1. The generalized Bessel polynomials Y z ha¤e then
finite expansion in terms of Hermite polynomials
n c z , m H zŽ . Ž .k nyknr2mY z s B z H z q n! , 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n kr2 n y k !Ž .B zŽ .ks3
Ž . mŽ .where z is gi¤en in 28 . This is actually an asymptotic expansion of Y z forn
< <m “ ‘ and holds for fixed ¤alues of z and n.
Ž . Ž .Proof. 31 follows trivially from 28 and using c s 1, c s c s 0.0 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž n.The asymptotic property follows from 30 and by using H z s O z .n
5.1. Approximating the Zeros
mŽ . Ž .Let y and h be the mth zero of Y z and H z , respectively,n, m n, m n n
m s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, for given m and n we can compute a first approxi-
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Ž .mation of y . We obtain, inverting the relation for z given in 28 ,n, m
12 2 2pz q qz q 1 s 0, p s m q 4m q 4 q 2z 3m q 8 ,Ž .4
q s m q 2 q 2z 2 .
This gives the relation
2'yq q iz 2 m q 4 y 2zŽ .
z z s .Ž .
2 p
Using this with z s h we obtain a first approximation of z s y .n, m n, m
mŽ .The zeros of Y z are complex, in contrast with those of the classicaln
orthogonal polynomials, where the zeros are real and inside the domain of
mŽ .orthogonality. Information on the zeros distribution of Y z for largen
values of m seems not to be available in the literature. In Fig. 3 we show
' 'Ž . w xthe curves z z for z g y 2n q 1 , 2n q 1 , in which interval the zeros
Ž . w xh of the Hermite polynomial H z occur 13 .n, m n
6. BUCHHOLZ POLYNOMIALS
Ž .From 4 we obtain the following Cauchy-type integral for the Buchholz
polynomials
m1 sin w dw
m zŽcot wy1r w .r2P z s e ,Ž . Hn nq1ž /2p i w wC
where C is a circle around the origin with radius less than p .
Ž .FIG. 3. The curves in the z-plane under the mapping z “ z z are the images of the
' 'w x Ž .intervals y 2n q 1 , 2n q 1 where the zeros of the Hermite polynomial H z occur. Wen
Ž .take n s 10 and show the curves from left to right for m s 100, 200, . . . , 500.
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We have
z 1
m m m 2P z s 1, P z s y , P z s y 12m y z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 26 72
Ž . Ž . mŽ .Hence, by 12 and p z s P z ,n n
z m
A z s y , B z s .Ž . Ž .
6 6
It follows that
kr2nnr2m c z , m 6 yzŽ .kmP z s H , 32Ž . Ž .Ýn nykž / ž /ž /6 n y k ! m 'Ž . 2 6mks0
Ž .where the coefficients c z, m of the expansion satisfy the propertiesk
given in the following lemma.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.1. The first six coefficients c z, m in the expansion 32 aren
z
c z , m s 1, c z , m s c z , m s 0, c z , m s y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 3 90
m z 7z 2 y 40m
c z , m s y , c z , m s y , c z , m s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .4 5 6180 945 113400
33Ž .
and the remaining ones satisfy, for k G 1,
? k r4 @ ? k r3@ < < < <c z , m s O m q z , m q z “ ‘. 34Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Ž . Ž .Proof. Using equation 7 , the function f z, w of the Buchholz polyno-
mials can be written in the form
f z , w s e mf1Ž z , w .qf 2Ž z , w . ,Ž .
where f , f do not depend on m, with1 2
sin w 1
2 4 2f z , w s ln q B z w s w y q O w , w “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .1 w 180
and
13 2f z , w s z cot w y 1rw r2 y A z w s zw y q O w , w“0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 90
Ž .Hence, 34 follows from Lemma 2.1.
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m Ž .FIG. 4. Solid lines represent P x for several values of m, whereas dashed lines10
Ž .represent the right-hand side of 37 with z s x.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the approximation
nr21 m yz
mP z , H 35Ž . Ž .n nž / ž /n! 6 '2 6m
for n s 10, z s x and several values of m.
mŽ .PROPOSITION 6.1. The Buchholz polynomials P z ha¤e the finite expan-n
sion in terms of Hermite polynomials
kr2nnr2 nr21 m m 6 H zŽ .nykmP z s H z q c z , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n kž / ž / ž /n! 6 6 m n y k !Ž .ks3
36Ž .




z s y , 37Ž .'2 6m
Ž . Ž .the first six coefficients c z, m are gi¤en in 33 . This is actually ank
mŽ . < < < <asymptotic expansion of P z for m q z “ ‘.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. 36 follows trivially from 32 and using c s 1, c s c s 0.0 1 2
Ž .The asymptotic property follows from Lemma 6.1 and by using H z sn
nŽ .O z .
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6.1. Approximating the Zeros
We proceed in a similar way as in the previous cases. Let p and hn, m n, m
mŽ . Ž .be the mth zero of P z and H z , respectively, m s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then,n n
Ž .for given m and n we take the relation for z given in 37 to compute a
first approximation of p by writingn, m
'p ; y2 6m h .n , m n , m
The accuracy of this approximation increases for increasing m. For exam-
ple, for m s 20 or 40 and n s 10, the relative accuracy in the zeros is
; 10y2 . For m s 100 or 200, the relative accuracy oscillates between 10y2
and 10y3.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Finite approximations of the generalized Bernoulli, Euler, Bessel, and
Buchholz polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials have been given.
These are also asymptotic expansions of these polynomials with respect to
< < < <certain sequences of the order parameter m for m “ ‘. For large m , the
nth order polynomials become, up to a factor, the nth Hermite polynomial
of a certain variable. From these approximations in terms of Hermite
polynomials we have obtained asymptotic estimates of the zeros of these
polynomials.
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